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Dedicated to good friends and long-time Christie Lakers who left us in 2017:
Joseph Darwyn (“Joe”) Mitchell - February 27
Joseph Dewitt (“Joe”) Noonan - June 9
J. D’Arcy Brooks - September 3
Joyce (née Rogers) Healey - October 7
Joan (née Higgins) Dales - November 13
Deb (née Douglas) Armitage - November 21

Winter Newsletter 2017/2018
Greetings from the President: Gordon Hill
At last July's Annual General Meeting, the Directors voted to have me as president once again. I was honoured
and pleased to accept the role.
With apologies to those who had to leave “The Lake” and return home on or shortly after Labour Day, midSeptember to late October was a beautiful month and a half. The summer we never had. The sun escaped from
its prison of cloud and warmed us by day. Sunsets were stunning hues of red, orange and pink once again.
Nights were pleasantly cool. Those of you who returned for Thanksgiving may have been disappointed that the
fall colours were quite muted, not the vivid reds and yellows bestowed upon us by dear Mother Nature in years
past. I blame the caterpillar plague of early summer for that - and Tay Valley Township and Parks Canada,
because whether the latter two deserve it or not, I blame them for every calamity and disappointment that
befalls us.
Stealing a few words from Gordon Lightfoot, the gales of November came early! In the afternoon of October
15 heavy westerly winds whipped up angry, roiling whitecaps, and a 10 ± minute blast of wind that must have
clocked in at 100 km/hr toppled trees here and there. A large basswood came down no more than 5 feet from a
corner of my cottage.
The last seven months provided its share of ups and downs. Among our downs, I include:
(a) The loss of good friends and longtime Christie Lakers. The May flooding damage, the extra work and
expense that it generated, and Parks Canada’s apparent unwillingness to accept any responsibility for the
flood, or to consider our concerns, or to reconsider its future water management policies. Our CLA Water
Level Committee, of which I am a member, appears to have lost Round 1 with Parks Canada. What comes
next? See Bruce McIntyre Committee report within;
(b) The harassment allegations with which Tay Valley Township staff and Councilors are struggling. Those
allegation involve our MPP, Randy Hillier, and others as the alleged wrong-doers; A formal investigation is
in process; and
(c) The golf tournament that had to be cancelled for lack of participation and our sailing program which, while
not officially dead, is suffering from a similar problem.
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But there were upsides. Among them; I include:
(e) Our triumph over the “evils of garbagegate”. Happily, it wasn’t just the lake communities in Tay Valley that
shot down the garbage plan. The results of the survey initiated by the Township show that 87% of those who
completed the survey (approximately one-quarter of the Township’s population did so) said “NO” to the
proposed garbage collection plan;
(f) The August 22 dinner dance, so meticulously organized by Apryle Patterson and her committee. The food
was great as was the band. Dancing was enjoyed not only by the usual crew, but also by a bevy of precious
young girls who showed us how to dance and have fun. They stole the show and my heart;
(g) The presentation of Legacy Cottage plaques at the dinner dance. For me, the star of that show was Ruth
Brown, now in her 90s, who accepted a plaque on behalf of her family which has owned and occupied a
property on Danners’ Point at the east end of Christie Lake for over 100 years; and
(h) visits and good times with family, especially grandchildren, and good friends.
I wish to extend my thanks to your directors, Apryle Patterson, Austin Sweezey, Brooke and Diane Briggs,
Donald Shepherd, Donna Walsh, Larry and Susan Bowen, Penny Nault and Theresa Strickland, each of whom
has provided constant support to me and devotion to the interests of Christie Lake and its residents. Thanks also
to our Committee members who do much of the hard work (including: canvassing for memberships and
Directory information; setting out the marker buoys in the early spring and retrieving them after Thanksgiving;
organizing and assisting with our social and sporting programs, etc.). Without their efforts CLA’s work would
grind to an immediate halt. And, finally, I extend my thanks to our members who continue to support CLA with
thoughts, constructive comments, attendance at AGMs and summer dances, and, of course, the payment of our
very modest fees.
I wish you all a mild and relatively short winter, a flood-free spring, and good health throughout 2018 and the
years to come.

Communications & Website Committee: Penny Nault
The Communications & Website Committee continue to plug away at keeping you informed on issues of
importance to our Lake Community.
New to the website is the addition of information on the newly created CLA Water Level Committee. That can
be found on the Christie Lake Water Levels page at http://christielakeassociation.com/the-green-zone/waterlevels/.
If you have any questions, concerns or have a suggestion for new website content, don’t hesitate to ‘Contact
Us’.
Lake Stewardship Committee (LSC)- Update for Ongoing and Future: Austin Sweezey
Fish Sticks and Fish Bundles - The Lake Stewardship Committee continued this year with two fisheries
enhancement projects. Since 2014 we have been placing artificial fish habitat along selected shorelines. Often
referred to as a “Fishsticks” program, it involves the placement of submerged trees along inactive or remote
shorelines to provide enhanced aquatic habitat for a variety of fish species as well as other invertebrates,
amphibians and reptiles. Trees that had fallen or were cut down by their owners were floated to secluded
locations around the lake and anchored to rocks or trees along the shore. These trees slowly submerge to form
great subsurface habitat for young fish. If you have any trees that have fallen near the water on your property
recently or you are planning to cut down a tree but don’t need the wood, please get in touch and we’ll drag it
away for you and put it to good use!
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In 2015 we also began a similar fish habitat project to construct “brush bundles”, which are typically 2 to 3 foot
diameter bundles of branches bundled with rope. They are anchored and submerged on the bottom of the lake,
typically in shallow shoreline areas and near spawning areas. The aim is to provide improved fish habitat; in
particular, a place for young-of–the-year to hang out after hatching and avoid predators. Brush bundles have
also been successfully deployed in recent years at some other local lakes.
Fisheries projects have been carried out by volunteers from around the lake and by Venturer Scouts from Camp
OPE. Financial and technical assistance has been provided by our partners at Watersheds Canada and the
Rideau Valley Conservation Authority (RVCA).
In the June 2017 we also visited several of our fish bundle locations with RVCA and took underwater videos to
see if indeed they were providing good habitat for young fish. Judge for yourself at:
https://youtu.be/lLEVbexB9ug
We are also currently submitting an application to the MNRF Land Stewardship & Habitat Restoration Program
to fund expenses to continue the brush bundles project in 2018.

Canadian Lakes Loon Survey – this survey program is coordinated by Bird Studies Canada. The Brown family,
at Danners Point located at the east end of the lake, have participated in the program for many years. Recently
we have recruited additional lake residents to provide enhanced coverage of other portions our lake. We are still
looking for folks interested in observing and reporting on loons on the lake, mated pairs, nesting successes and
failures and young raised. If you’d like to help by recording loons and chicks on the lake during May through
August, please let us know. We can provide background info and survey tracking sheets. For more background
information on this initiative check out: http://www.birdscanada.org/volunteer/clls/index.jsp?targetpg=index
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Loon Nesting Platforms – variable water levels can be a challenge for folks on the lake. The same is true for our
loons. While loons are great swimmers, with feet positioned well back on their bodies, they aren’t so good at
walking. Hence, they build their nests very close to the shoreline. Even minor rises in water levels during spring
nesting can flood their nests and if water levels drop too much they may abandon their nests if the distance from
the lake becomes too great. Construction and placement of floating nesting platforms is a way to help improve
their chances of nesting success. We are planning to construct and deploy about 6 loon nesting platforms in the
early spring of 2018. If you would like to help with construction or placement, please let us know.
For more background on loon platforms you can check out these sources:
http://www.rideau-info.com/canal/ecology/loon-nest.html
http://www.birdscanada.org/download/CLLSloonplatform.pdf
Gray Ratsnakes Need Our Help – Here’s an interesting project that may not appeal to everyone. Did you know
that this snake is nationally and provincially designated as a species at risk? It is a shy, non-venomous
constrictor that lives in the Frontenac Axis of eastern Ontario and parts of southwestern Ontario. Gray
Ratsnakes are also widespread in the United States. Loss of habitat, traffic mortality and persecution have taken
their toll on these protected snakes. Because they don’t reach maturity until the age of 8, and females only
reproduce every 2 to 3 years, the loss of any adult snakes can have a significant impact on their population. We
can help by recognizing, preserving and enhancing the habitat they enjoy and even building nesting boxes that
resemble a compost bin. For more information on how and why you can help, check out this local site.
http://www.lgstewardship.ca/gray-ratsnake.html
We envision all these activities to be multi-year projects with lasting benefits. As with most community
projects, the successful planning and implementation will depend on volunteers. Watch our website for updates
and Spotlight emails for project updates. For more info or to get involved, please contact
Austin.sweezey@gmail.com.
Water Testing: Brooke Briggs
This year the RVCA sampling was conducted from May - October. In spite of the abnormally high water levels
in May, there does not appear to have been a spike in readings as a result of washed out shorelines.
It is of note that Secchi disc readings have been getting shorter over the last few years which would indicate a
decline in water clarity which might be tied to a lesser presence of Zebra Mussels.
The Conservation authority has observed the new presence of Spiny Water Fleas in Big Rideau Lake, but none
have been found yet in Christie.

Note: PWQO = Provincial Water Quality Objective
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Membership and Directory: Penny Nault
A huge shout-out to our volunteer canvassers, who went door-to-door delivering CLA Membership packages,
listened to your concerns and answered your questions. They are:
Apryle Patterson
Janice Gordon
Susan Bowen

Chris Ayotte
Margie Brady
Toni McVeigh

Dale Ritchie
Penny Nault
Tui Noonan

Donna Walsh
Randy Gordon

Gerry Gorham
Wendy Fish

Thank you to all who enrolled or renewed their 2017 CLA membership. Unfortunately, our membership
numbers were down in 2017. This surprised us because CLA volunteers worked extra hard to provide the Lake
Community with important information on the record spring flood and responding to the TVT proposal for
curbside waste collection. We manage over 280 email addresses as part of our membership database.
Unfortunately, 80 households (with anywhere from 1 to 5 email addresses per household) did not renew in
2017. Membership dollars pay for website hosting/development/maintenance, communication tools and email
accounts. We kindly ask everyone to enrol/renew their membership in 2018 either on-line at
http://christielakeassociation.com/about-cla/membership/ or by completing and sending in the 2018 CLA
Membership Form at the end of this Newsletter. If you enrol/renew on-line, you can pay either by credit card or
PayPal. The 2018 membership fee remains at $30 per household.
Initial production work has begun on a new print-only version of the 2018 Lake Directory. It is important that
you provide us with your up-to-date information on the 2018 membership form. If you or someone you know is
interested in advertising in the 2018 Lake Directory, please email me at dpnault@xplornet.com and attach a jpg
file of your business card. The advertising must be appropriate for our Lake Community and the cost for a
business card spot is $50. Advertising dollars help to pay for printing costs.

Lanark OPP/ Lake Associations Annual Meeting September 2017: Larry Bowen
Members from your executive attended an OPP-Lake Association meeting on 22 September. This annual
meeting takes place through an initiative by the Lake Networking Group – a group of like-minded lake
associations in Eastern Ontario which share lake stewardship experiences. Notes to this meeting are posted to
our website at the following link http://christielakeassociation.com/outreach-liaison/.
The discussions centered on police activities within the Lanark County OPP Detachment jurisdiction with
emphasis on water safety issues. The detachment commander and the head of their SAVE Unit attended.
SAVE is an acronym for Snowmobile, ATC and Vehicle Enforcement. Unit members work year round in all
weather conditions to keep Ontario's trails and waterways a safe place to enjoy the outdoors responsibly.
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The key points discussed were as follows:
 OPP Update - The OPP province wide restructuring process initiated last year to gain efficiencies is working
well. Operations now rely heavily on behavior based analytical assessments. They no longer select lakes or
communities for patrolling based on a routine or systematic rotation.
o A Break and Entry document was distributed depicting the 2016 infractions.
o The OPP Highway Safety Division has a few vehicles specially equipped with ‘automated license
plate software’. Simply stated these vehicles have cameras mounted to capture license plates at a
rate of one per second which can identify traffic in either direction. License plates are automatically
run through a ‘hot list’ to identify offenses such as stolen vehicles, license suspensions, excess
demerit points, unpaid fines and the like.
o Regular OPP News Release/Communiqués are prepared and sent to the applicable townships for
posting to their websites. See this link for a listing of OPP communiqués.
 Water Safety
o Safety Equipment covering watercraft such as kayaks, paddle-boards etc.
o Pleasure craft operators card for non-residents
o Vessel Operation Restriction Regulations (VORR)
o Shoal markers
o Wildlife protection
o Boat Spotters
 Invasion of Privacy
Please visit our website for viewing the notes in detail at http://christielakeassociation.com/outreach-liaison/ and
scroll down to OPP-Lake Associations Meeting Minutes.
Marker Buoys:
All CLA markers were taken out from mid to late October. Many thanks to Ray and James Patterson
for their time and efforts at putting in, taking out and maintaining the markers on the main part of
the lake!
Bubblers and Ice-Fishing Holes: Donna Walsh
As more and more folks are using “bubblers” to prevent ice damage to docks and keep water supplies open, it’s
important to be aware of the following:
Quoted from a Transport Canada Document:
“Fans can also prevent ice freezing in much the same way. Fans are suspended in the water column and
circulate the natural water. Temporary fans suspended in the water do not require approval in the winter.
Note: The action of safeguarding the ice and the hole that is created is a criminal code responsibility. It falls
under the Criminal Code under “Duty to safeguard opening in ice”. Any questions regarding the marking of
the opening in the ice should be directed to your local OPP detachment. Additional information on bubbler
systems and your responsibilities can be found at http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/C-46/ under Section 263 Offences
Against the Person. “
And: From Department of Justice-Section 263 of the Criminal Code: “Duty to safeguard opening
in ice
263. (1) Everyone who makes or causes to be made an opening in ice that is open to or
frequented by the public is under a legal duty to guard it in a manner that is adequate to
prevent persons from falling in by accident and is adequate to warn them that the opening
exists.”
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Power Outage Planning!
Unfortunately power outages can occur due to freezing rain, snow, and high winds incidents. Power outages can
last for hours or even days. During a power outage, you may be left without heating, lighting, computer use, hot
water or even running water. It is important to be prepared in the event of an outage. The following is a useful
guide that was produced by the Canadian Red Cross.
Planning for Power outages
Before
1. Know your risks: Find out the most common causes of power outages.
2. Make a plan: Work with your family to make a plan so that when a power outage happens, you are ready.
3. Get a kit: You can buy a preparedness kit from the Red Cross, or make your own.
 Keep a flashlight with working batteries in a place where it can be easily accessible and where everyone can
find it.
 Make sure your home has a working carbon monoxide detector. If it’s hard-wired to the house's electricity
supply, make sure it has a battery-powered back-up.
 Protect all your sensitive electrical appliances with a surge-protecting power bar.










During
Listen to your battery-powered or wind-up radio for information on the outage and advice from authorities.
Check whether the power outage is only in your home. If your neighbours' power is still on, check your circuit
breaker panel or fuse box. Keep emergency numbers, like your hydro company, near your telephone.
If your neighbours' power is also out, contact your hydro company.
Turn off all your appliances and electronic equipment, and turn your heating thermostats down to a minimum to
prevent damage from a power surge when the power is restored.
Turn off all your lights, except one inside and one outside, so that both you and hydro crews outside know that
power has been restored.
Don't open your freezer or fridge unless it’s absolutely necessary. A full freezer will keep food frozen for 24 to
36 hours if the door remains closed.
Never use charcoal or gas barbecues, camping heating equipment, or home generators indoors because they
give off carbon monoxide.
Use proper candle holders (deep, wide holders are best) and never leave lit candles unattended.
Check on vulnerable family members, friends and neighbours (the elderly, ill, disabled) who may require
special assistance.
http://www.redcross.ca/how-we-help/emergencies-and-disasters-in-canada/for-home-and-family/make-aplan/planning-for-power-outages

Winter Driving Emergency Kits are a must!
It should include an emergency food pack with water and non-perishables such as granola bars and utensils, a
candle and matches in a waterproof container, extra hats, mittens and blankets.
More information can be found at Transport Canada, https://www.tc.gc.ca
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The Flood: looking back…

May’s 2017 high water levels broke historical records dating back to the late 1800’s.
Significant damage was sustained to shorelines, animal habitats, roads and buildings.
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CLA Water Level Committee Update November 2017: Bruce McIntyre
We are sure that you are aware that in May 2017 Eastern Ontario and Western Quebec experienced heavy
spring rains and extensive flooding throughout the region. Christie Lake and the Tay River downstream of the
Bolingbroke Dam at Bob's Lake experienced water flow and water levels that were unprecedented. Water levels
have been monitored on Christie Lake for more than 100 years and previously recorded high water levels were
exceeded dramatically.
Many of the affected areas were designated as eligible for Provincial disaster relief programs, including Christie
Lake.
The excessive water levels on Christie Lake had a dramatic negative impact on the shoreline and shoreline
structures including docks, boathouses and low lying cottages and homes. Monetary damages were significant.
Most of the damage suffered by seasonal residents does not qualify for Provincial Disaster relief! It might seem
that the flooding could be passed off as an "Act of God". However, there were several actions by Parks Canada
that the Christie Lake Association felt compelled to address.
The Board of Directors of the Christie Lake Association felt that it was in the best interest of its members and
other stakeholders on Christie Lake and its surrounding area to form the CLA Water Level Committee to
communicate with the various levels of government, federally, provincially and locally, to express our concerns
about the apparent lack of consideration that the effects their actions at the Bolingbroke Dam have downstream.
Parks Canada typically allows spring runoff to raise the level of the Bobs Lake Reservoir to the top of the
Bolingbroke Dam. These levels are in keeping with the "Rule Curve" that has been developed by Parks Canada
and the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority. The Spring Rule Curve Water level is currently set at the
maximum amount of water that the Bolingbroke Dam can handle, any more water and the Dam will be over
topped! In other words once the prescribed water level has been reached any additional spring precipitation will
lead to the overwhelming of the dam and downstream flooding. The dam has been over topped at least three
times in the last 15 years, 2002, 2014 and 2017, with flood conditions on Christie on all occasions. Over
topping any dam is indicative of a loss of control and can be dangerous to the integrity of a dam. The flooding
in 2017 was exacerbated by the fact that Parks Canada removed at least 2 and probably 3 logs from the dam
structure on Friday 5 May due to concerns that the structural integrity of the Bolingbroke dam might be
compromised. This led to an immediate dramatic increase in water levels on the Tay River and Christie Lake.
The existing dam at Bolingbroke was built in 1930 and has undergone several major repairs since then and at
least 2 engineering studies dating back to the 1980's had identified the structure as requiring major repairs or
replacement. Parks Canada has had the structure slated for replacement for several years. However, it seems
that other projects have taken precedence. Parks Canada has informed stakeholders that the dam will be
replaced in 2018. However, details have not been forth coming and the CLA believes that the project may be
delayed, or worse, the Committee is concerned that the existing dam might be at risk of failing before the new
dam is constructed.
To date on behalf of the CLA the Committee has communicated with Randy Hillier, MPP and Scott Reid, MP.
Misters Hillier and Reid authored a letter to Parks Canada expressing their concerns about the actions of Parks
Canada. Their letter and the response from Parks Canada may be viewed at
http://christielakeassociation.com/the-green-zone/water-levels/.
In September the Committee wrote a letter to Catherine McKenna, Minister of Environment and Climate
Change who is responsible for Parks Canada. The letter and the response that was received from Parks Canada
may be viewed http://christielakeassociation.com/the-green-zone/water-levels/.
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The Committee does not consider that either of the responses adequately addresses its concerns and it will
continue to advocate on behalf of the Christie Lake Association to ensure that the downstream impact of any
action taken at the existing dam is considered.
An email account has been setup and questions, comments, concerns or any input that you may have can be
directed to cla.waterlevel@gmail.com.
I invite those of you who don’t have access to email or the internet and wish to receive copies of some or all of
the letters referred to above or wish to ask questions or express comments or concerns to send your requests,
questions comments and/or concerns by mail addressed to CLA Water Level Committee, Christie Lake
Association Inc., P.O. Box 20058, Perth, ON. K7H 3M6
Flood! Perth Courier Article : May 16, 2017 by Desmond Devoy , a reporter with the Perth Courier

Alan Jordan wades through the rising waters of Christie Lake which have engulfed Jordan's Cottages in Tay Valley Township. - Submitted
photo

The waters have never been this high in living memory.
Residents along the banks of Christie Lake in Tay Valley Township were struggling last week to deal with the
fallout from flooding, said to be the worst in the area. While Christie Lake is known as a haven for cottagers,
there are also year-round residents and business owners who call the lake home.
For Paul Jordan, co-owner of Jordan’s Cottages, the flooding has affected his business, with 10 cottages
surrounded by water, and six that have water inside them. Further to this, his nearby campground is under twoand-a-half feet of water.
“Time is as much an enemy as water,” said Jordan during a telephone interview Monday, May 15. The flooding
is already having an impact on his business as his cottages were supposed to open this Victoria Day weekend.
“I’ve already had to call people to tell them that they can’t come this long weekend.”
“Nobody still alive has seen waters that high." MPP Randy Hillier
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The business was founded by Jordan’s grandparents in 1941, and was then handed down to his parents, and
then, about 20 years ago, he took over operations with his wife. His family has lived in the area since 1853.
“It’s rather stressful,” Jordan said. “We only make money in June, July, and August.”
He charged that Parks Canada keeps its reservoir at Bobs Lake too high. He noticed the water levels rising, not
just with his own eyes, but through a monitoring station they have nearby. Late on Thursday into Friday, May 4
to 5, the water “was coming up pretty quickly. We can tell when they (Parks Canada) do stuff.” However, Parks
Canada did not phone him to say that it was releasing some water from Bobs Lake until Sunday.
“They keep it (Bobs Lake) too full and they don’t leave any room for rain,” he charged. “Everything here…is
determined by how they control the dam,” upstream.
The Perth Courier was in contact with the Parks Canada offices in Smiths Falls on Monday, but no one was
available to speak on the flooding issue, or how the water levels are determined, that day, or on Tuesday
morning.
As of this past Monday morning, “it’s very slowly come down 4 cm. But if they put a log or two (back into the
dam) it would be down six or seven centimetres daily.”
On Thursday, May 11, Lanark-Frontenac-Lennox and Addington MPP Randy Hillier and Lanark-FrontenacKingston MP Scott Reid toured the Christie Lake area, including Jordan’s Cottages.
“We’ve taken a look around,” said Hillier during a telephone interview from his Perth constituency office on
Monday, May 15. During their tour, he and Reid saw that structures in the area had “received substantial
property damage to their homes and their businesses.” He stated that Christie Lake was “the hardest hit area in
the riding” from the recent flooding. He has been in contact with the Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and
Housing and Tay Valley Township to put in place a process for residents to apply for property damage relief
because of the “historic highs,” on the lake.
“Nobody still alive has seen waters that high,” said Hillier, who said that logs had been removed from a control
dam at Bobs Lake upstream, which caused the flooding at Christie Lake.
“There are different reasons,” said Hillier, stressing that the decision was, according to his information, not
done maliciously. “Hindsight is always pretty accurate. (But) they needed to release water,” in part because the
dam at Bobs Lake was “in danger, structurally,” and also because Parks Canada was “concerned they were
holding back too much water in Bobs Lake.”
Hillier added that he and Reid were planning on having a meeting with Parks Canada to discuss the situation at
Bobs Lake, and the impact it had on Christie Lake.
Back on the shores of Christie Lake, “most people have suffered significant damage,” to their property. “Yearround residents whose homes have water inside them…they are trying to pump the water out as quick as they
can.”
But Hillier added that it was likely that residents “will be able to get significant relief.” Flooding has been
extensive in the Upper Ottawa Valley, and on both sides of the Ottawa River, in Ontario and Quebec, so “let’s
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be thankful that it (the flooding) is not as widespread,” and that there was some high ground around the lake
which contained some of the flooding.

Christie Lake Sailing Club (“CLSC”): Mark Hord
It was a challenge this past summer to get committed sailors for our bi-weekly races. This could have been due
to the unusually high waters, lower than normal and inconsistent temperatures, or a shift in a reduced interest in
sailing altogether.
Our first race of the season brought four racers to the start line, Brian Wilcock, Brooke Briggs, Travis Briggs
and yours truly. The committee boat was ably handled by Marg Garner and Denise Wilson. Travis came all the
way from New Zealand to participate in these races. Winds were strong and sailing was a challenge for all
participants. By the end of the day, unfortunately Brook's hull sustained significant damage as a result of the
mast ripping the fibreglass to the point he could not continue.
Two weeks later the winds were just the opposite, extremely light. Faithful racers Wilcock, Briggs (in a
borrowed laser) and yours truly spent much of the afternoon floating around the 3- marker course. We did
manage to get in 3 races during the 2-hour timeframe.
The rest of the races for the summer were unfortunately canceled due to either lack of wind or lack of
participation. We need at least 4 boats in order to effectively run each race.
At this point, I wish to thank all our sailors, committee members, and course crew for their continued support of
sailing on Christie Lake. It is a beautiful way to get out on the water in an environmentally friendly way with a
bit of friendly competition too.
We do encourage our fellow cottagers who own any type of sailboat to join us Saturday afternoons throughout
the summer months. It is a wonderful way to enjoy being on the water, meet fellow cottagers and get a bit of
exercise.
Please do contact any of the CLA executive or myself if you are interested in finding out more about the
Christie Lake Sailing Club.
Respectfully submitted,
Mark Hord
Christielake1@gmail.com.
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Christie Lake Summer Dinner and Dance: Apryle Patterson
Greetings everyone from the Social Committee. I would like to thank everyone
who volunteered and participated in the dance this year. Events like the dance
would not be possible without the help of the volunteers. The dinner that was
provided by Alex and the gang at the Scout Camp was very yummy…we changed it
up this year and went with a Greek theme and I have to say the cooks and staff did a
fabulous job. Train Wreck was our entertainment. A local band from the Ottawa
Valley. For everyone who missed it we were entertained by 4 little girls who
danced nonstop to the first set. They enjoyed themselves so much that we thought
we would change the format for the year end dance next year to include the little
ones. Start dinner a little bit earlier and have the band start at 7 instead of 8 so the kids could have fun too. We
would like to hear back from the community if they feel that this would be a great idea. It is after all a family
event.

Other Social News!
The 2018 Welcome Back Wine and Cheese will be held in early June! Be sure to check the Spring/Summer
Newsletter and the web site for other events!

And Finally...
May 2018 overflow with love, health, happiness
and memory making at Christie Lake!
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Christie Lake Association Inc. (CLA)

2018 MEMBERSHIP FORM & DIRECTORY UPDATE
Annual Membership Fee: $30 per Family
1.

Family Name: _________________________________________________________________

2.

Name of family members aged 18 years or older to be enrolled as CLA members for the year indicated above:
(use reverse side of form if you run out of space)

3.

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Lake Address: Blue/White PIN # ____________
Lake Phone #: (

4.

Lane/Road ____________________________________________

) ____________________________

Home Address: _____________________________________________________________
City: _____________________________________________
Postal/Zip Code: ________________________

5.

6.

Apt. # ___________

Province/State _____________________________

Home Phone #: (

) ____________________________

Email Address(es): _____________________________________________

(use reverse side of form if you run out of space)

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Christie Lake Directory:
I consent to the publication of the information contained in items 1 to 3 above in the Christie Lake Directory.
I consent to the publication of partial information contained in items 1 to 3 above in the Christie Lake Directory.
Do not publish: __________________________________________________________________________
I do not consent to the publication of any information contained in items 1 to 3 above in the Christie Lake Directory.

7.

CLA Communications: (Spotlight Newsletters and Notices)
Yes, email CLA communications to me in the ‘bcc’ format. (Note: new email addresses will receive a one-time
request by email to ‘opt-in’ to receive CLA email communications as required by the new Canadian Anti-spam Legislation).

No, do not email CLA Communications to me. Mail printed copies of Newsletters and important Notices to me at
my home address.
8.

Emergency Contact: (in the event you are unavailable to respond to property damage, fire, theft etc.).
Name: _____________________________________________________

Phone #: (_____) ______________________

Emergency contact information may enable CLA to notify members about matters requiring prompt attention. CLA accepts no obligation
or legal responsibility to monitor members’ properties, nor to notify them or their emergency contacts about such matters, but may
choose to do so as a matter of courtesy.

9.

Amount Enclosed: $ ____________
Date: _____________________

(cheque made payable to ‘Christie Lake Association Inc.’)

Signature: ________________________________________________________

Send completed form and cheque to:
(or hand in payment at any CLA Event)

Christie Lake Association Inc.
P.O. Box 20058
Perth, Ontario K7H 3M6

Thank you for your support!
For information on what Membership includes, please visit the Membership page under ‘About CLA’ on our Website. If you have
any questions or concerns, or require more information, please ‘Contact Us’ on our Website at http://christielakeassociation.com.
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